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Gordon Gray Phone: (209) 937-7292 

 (Monday thru Friday 8-5) (Voice mail) 
e-mail: chairperson@ca2rs.com 
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Kevin Cassidy Phone: (408) 277-4654 
e-mail: membership@ca2rs.com  
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Jim Holder           Phone: (909) 772-6762 
e-mail: editor@ca2rs.com 
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Karen Haverkamp Phone: (951) 826-5225  
e-mail: treasurer@ca2rs.com   
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Rudy Degger Phone: (916) 782-4654 
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By: Gordon Gray; CAARS Chair 
 
The following is a brief overview of the Forensic 
Mapping training from the April and May quarterly 
trainings.  Our Instructor for these trainings was 
Duke Dutch, Sokkia LEA Manager. 
 
Mapping is simply representing graphically what 
exists in the field. When a point is put on a piece of 
paper to represent a position on land it is described 
by a coordinate. Both the paper and land can be 
viewed as a giant grid. Since the point on paper is 
generated by using a position left or right and up or 
down, this makes the field coordinate and the point 
on the paper have an 
immediate and concrete 
relationship. Points placed on 
this same piece of paper that 
relate to other points from 
the field would then make 
the comparison between the 
two datums as one to one. 
 
When using angles and 
distances to generate a map, 
the relationship between the 
field and paper become less 
obvious.  In order to 
represent a point on paper 
that relates to a point on 
land, first an origin point 
must be established, a back 
sight or reference direction must be identified, and 
the point then must be calculated into a coordinate. 
This holds true for every point that would need to be 
generated on the paper. Also if the origin point is 
changed or the back sight direction is altered, it then 
relates to every point to be mapped. This post 
processing of data puts a buffer between the points 
in the field and the points on paper. The raw data in 
this case does not relate directly to the map, as it 
does when using coordinates. 
 
When the total stations and data collectors were first 
introduced, they were primarily for surveying 

applications. The equipment had a weakness in that 
there was very little processing ability available on 
either device. The user had to work in angles and 
distances because that was the only option. For most 
surveying applications this was adequate because of 
the balancing and adjusting to the data that was 
necessary to meet existing legal descriptions on the 
land. The maps created were relative to the legal 
descriptions and the field data. 
 
For mapping purposes this was a problem. Mapping 
should relate to what actually exists in the field. The 
need to adjust or balance the data against a legal 
description or recorded datum was not a factor. 
Mapping is simply putting on paper what exists in 
the field. With the limitation of the equipment it 
was necessary to post process or calculate every 

position to be mapped. It 
was not the best procedure 
for mapping but it was the 
only choice at the time. 
 
With the introduction of 
GPS and also total 
stations with processing 
ability, it became possible 
to work in coordinates 
only. As stated above, this 
makes the process of 
mapping a much more 
straight forward science. 
A point measured in the 
field would have a direct 
relationship to the point 
put on paper. The raw 

data now is the coordinate file and is the actual file 
generating the map. 
 
Not only is the connection more visible between the 
data and the map, but also the explanation of the 
data is simplified.  Horizontal angles, vertical 
angles, slope distances, vertical differences, and all 
the trigonometry that comes along is not needed to 
explain the relationships between points. The points 
are related to each other by the changes North and 
East of each point. Also the distance between any 
two points can be calculated using the Pythagorean 
Theorem. Using one formula rather than a dozen 
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makes more sense to most people. The distance and 
direction between any two coordinates is fixed.  
 
For court purposes it would be much easier to 
defend the map if it related directly to the raw data. 
Also since the coordinate file is the file the map is 
generated, it is difficult to edit any points without it 
showing up as a discrepancy between the raw data 
and the map. This makes the map and mapper very 
difficult to attack because the proof of the field data 
generating the map is again a one to one 
relationship. If proper archiving protocols are used, 
it becomes a very visible comparison between the 
map and the data. 
 
When teaching mapping procedures using 
coordinates, it is a simple as having a person pace 
out positions in a room using the walls as the 
reference. A table corner is 8 feet from one wall and 
10 feet from another wall perpendicular to the first. 
The point on the paper can now be placed using a 
ruler to measure 8 inches from one side of the paper 
and 10 inches from the other side. Imagine 
explaining this to a group of twelve individuals with 
no mapping experience. Most likely they will 
immediately understand how a map is generated. 
Now imagine explaining to those same twelve 
people that you first must establish a reference point 
with a coordinate, back sight one corner of the room 
to establish an angle, and turn and measure the 
angle and distance to the table corner, post process 
the angle and distance into a coordinate, and make 
the mark on the paper. Not only is it more difficult 
to understand but it opens up a Pandora’s Box of 
questions of why. Why use that coordinate as the 
reference coordinate, why use that point as the 
reference point, why use that room corner as the 
reference angle, why use that angle as the reference 
angle, and the best one of all why do this in the first 
place.  
 
The justifications of using coordinates to map are: 

1. Simple 
2. Simple 
3. Simple 

 
The method to map using coordinates is simple, the 
comparison of the data to the map is simple, and the 

explanation to others of how the map was generated 
is simple. 
 
Principles of Mapping 
To map using anything from a compass and pacing, 
to a GPS receiver requires three principles to be 
met. The three principles are origin, orientation, and 
reference. 
 
The origin is the point of beginning. It can be 
thought of as the point from which all other points 
are measured. For simplicity we can give the 
position or coordinate of this point 0,0. In other 
words our origin point on paper is dead center.  
 
The orientation is a starting direction. A way to look 
at it is which direction is up or North on the paper, 
and which direction in the field does it represent. 
Another way to look at it is that our origin point has 
a line going in the North direction and all 
measurements East and West will be measured from 
this line. 
 
Reference is needed to give an idea of size and scale 
of the area mapped. Reference can be as simple as 
inputting roadways or buildings or as complex as 
creating a 3D surface. The minimum reference 
needed for a diagram is two points. These points 
can be used for the origin and orientation, but are 
most helpful if they are independent.  With two 
points of reference the entire diagram can be re-
mapped in the field using string and inverse 
distances from our reference points. 
 
For small area mapping we use a coordinate system. 
In order to limit confusion the coordinates we use 
are northing and easting. On our paper northing 
would be up or down, and easting would be left or 
right. 
 
Starting from the center of a piece of graph paper, 
we can give a coordinate of 0,0. Up from our 
starting point or origin would be a positive number. 
Going down from our origin would be a negative 
number.  
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From this same origin point going right would be a 
positive easting and going left would be a negative 
easting. 
 
Using our origin point and our orientation we have a 
straight line that we can draw on our paper that 
would represent north. All other points to be 
mapped can be calculated up or down, left or right 
from this starting line. Mathematically this would 
represent a right angle solution for calculating the 
position of points. Since our task is to map an area 
we are concerned with the northing and easting of 
our points rather than the angle and distance from 
our origin point. By having the coordinates we can 
calculate the relationship of any two points relative 
to each other. 
 
Field Protocols and checklist to be followed: 

� Set Total Station up over a point 
� Select or create a file or job for the data 
� Enter station coordinate  
� Enter angle orientation using a permanent 

sight  
� Map reference, evidence, and line work. 

 
Archiving 
Using the certified protocol method of mapping 
creates a trail of evidence on how the map was 
created. The original data file collected in the field 
is called a raw file. In our mapping case it is a 
coordinate file. This file should be kept separate and 
unedited immediately after down loading. Most 
mapping and CAD software’s gives this file a raw 
extension or save it in a binary format. 
 
A copy of the raw file is created immediately after 
downloading. This file is the work file and can be 
edited. If an error in the field occurs, each point 
must be fixed separately. This gives the mapper 
complete responsibility in the editing phase. Also by 
comparing the raw and work files, everything 
changed can be discovered. 
 
The finished map will match the work file as long 
as no points are added or moved from CAD. If 
points are added or moved from CAD, you must 
make a notation of this on the map. If not then the 

finished product is not a map, but rather a design 
document or cartoon. 
 
Mistakes are made but in the case of mapping, the 
only mistakes allowed are in descriptors, rod 
heights, and sequence. No position changes are 
allowed in mapping. If such an error occurs then the 
mapper must return to the field to correct the error. 
 
Archiving is the way that the reliability of the map 
can be proven. The data supports the map and the 
map supports the data. The minimum files saved 
should be the raw file, the final work file, and the 
map. 
 
Office Protocols and checklist for archiving and 
editing: 

� Download data and create a file name 
� Print out raw unedited data and archive 
� Generate raw map 
� Print out raw unedited map and archive 
� Fix errors graphically or by descriptors 
� Finish map and save 
� Print out finished drawing and archive 
� Delete job or file from total station 

 
Mapping Small Areas 
Diagramming can be looked at as using computer 
technology to map or represent on paper what exists 
in the field at the time of data collection. Small area 
mapping is usually considered to be less than .2 of a 
mile. The principles to be discussed can be applied 
to larger areas but the accuracy and reliability drop 
with the increased range. 
 
To diagram or map any area requires three basic 
elements to be met. The finished diagram must be 
Familiar or resemble the area, be Accurate, and the 
data must be Reliable (F.A.R).  
 
Familiar is that when looking at the diagram it 
must bring to mind the actual area that was mapped. 
The shape, lines, features, and even colors must be 
similar to what existed at the time of mapping. If the 
area is a tree-lined street, then the trees and roadway 
must be represented. Details in a diagram are what 
make the diagram mimic the actual place. 
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Text such as street names and even addresses help 
in making the diagram appear like the actual place. 
The first and most critical phase of mapping is that 
the map or diagram looks like the place mapped. If 
you can’t tell if the area is China or Kansas then the 
diagram is useless. 
 
Accuracy in mapping pertains to inverse distances, 
direction between points, compound or irregular 
curves and diagramming only what can be seen at 
the time of data collection. 
 
Inverse distance is the distance between two points 
mapped or diagrammed. If a lane line is 8.3 feet in 
length, then it should also be 8.3 feet when 
measured on the diagram. To increase the field 
accuracy the rod person and the instrument person 
must be careful and diligent. To be more accurate in 
calculating the width of lane lines or roadways, two 
points should be taken directly across from each 
other based on field conditions. Accuracy will be 
covered in detail during the lab on field data 
collection. 
 
Direction is another component of the inverse 
calculation. Given two coordinates, there is only 
one direction and distance between them. In 
mapping it is more of a relationship between points. 
If a roadway travels in a North to South direction, 
then it should also travel in that direction on paper. 
Also if a crosswalk cuts perpendicular to this 
roadway, then it should appear that way on paper. 
The same field procedures that increase distance 
accuracy also increase angular accuracy. Sighting of 
the crosshairs of the instrument, and holding the rod 
straight; are the best ways to achieve good results. 
 
Curves in the field are very rarely circular. To 
increase the accuracy of the curves on paper, 
multiple data points must be taken on each curve. 
The point where a straight line starts to arc, points 
on the arc to force the curve to draw correctly, and 
the point where the arc ends, must all be collected 
accurately. 
 
Mapping what actually exists at the time of data 
collection is a difficult concept to teach. What this 
means is you can only map what is physically there. 

If a limit line is partially covered by new asphalt, 
you can only map the partial line. It may look odd 
on paper but it is accurate. If a tree is knocked over 
by a vehicle then you can not map the tree as it 
existed before it got knocked down. If a skid mark 
disappears in the middle, you can not connect the 
two skids. All of the careful field procedures used 
will be for nothing if something is put on paper that 
did not exist at the time of mapping. 
 
Reliability or C.Y.A. is what allows you to sleep at 
night. Photos, notes, and procedure are what create 
reliability.  
 
Photos either film or digital should be taken to 
support and enhance the diagram. These can be 
added to the diagram and will also make it more 
familiar. Besides taking obvious overall images of 
the area, it is also important to take pictures of 
anything out of the ordinary.   Examples would be 
the limit line partially covered by new asphalt, 
points of rest, skids and scuffs, debris, and anything 
that would make the overall diagram more 
complete. In the incorporation of 3D it becomes 
important to also take images of building faces and 
view perspectives. 
 
Notes are important to support the diagram. Taking 
taped measurements of distances to compare with 
calculated distances is a good idea. Anything that 
might be a detail worth remembering is good for 
notes.  
 
Procedure insures that something basic isn’t 
overlooked or forgotten. Setting the instrument up 
the same way every time is a good idea. Collecting 
points and features in a regular format and order is 
another way to increase reliability. Having a 
checklist is also a good idea.  
 
Descriptors 
The K.I.S.S. file of descriptors was created to take 
advantage of the logic used in current mapping 
software. It is no longer necessary to have pre-
defined codes or descriptors in order to have points 
entered onto a map. The current products will place 
all points with their descriptors, recognized or not. 
This simplifies field procedure and also allows for 
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better flexibility in mapping. The only pre-defined 
codes needed are for line work.  
 
Lines can best be handled if we limit the variables 
to three areas. Lines can be either solid or dashed, 
different colors, and different widths. With these 
three variables and with the ability to use 
descriptors on individual points, we can make a 
very detailed map without having an intense code 
library. 
 
Since the lines can be grouped by colors, the 
layering can also be grouped in this way. Legends 
can also be created that show the different field 
features having different colors to denote them. 
 
If needed a separate point can be measured next to a 
line to give a lengthier descriptor. Since this point is 
measured in the field it is more reliable than a 
notation. 
 
Also the K.I.S.S. file is a basic file and can be 
customized if necessary. 
 
Elevations 
There was a time when the coordinates we used to 
map were 2D. The points were calculated in both 
the northing and easting directions, and were placed 
on paper to match the scaling. Elevations add 
another dimension. This dimension is generally 
referred to as Z.  
 
Elevations simply place our points in space above or 
below our origin point. It is exactly the same as the 
placement of our point in the northing or easting 
directions. Our piece of paper has just changed from 
a single surface to a cube. The right angle solutions 
still apply, but apply both for the northing and 
easting, and the elevation. 
 
All of the principles and elements of mapping are 
the same. The only difference is that in positioning 
the origin and the point to be measured, the Z value 
must be included. For modern equipment this means 
that the height of the instrument and the height of 
the rod must enter into the calculations for the Z 
value. 
 

Our new origin point would be 0,0,0. The 
orientation would be handled the same. Direction 
does not change with the addition of the elevation. 
Modern equipment automatically corrects for 
changes in rod height of the target as long as it is 
entered in prior to the measurement being taken. 
 
Although our map still appears to be in a 2D format, 
the data is in 3D. By creating surfaces from the data 
we are able to see the 3D rendering. In the case of 
landscapes, the surface models are based on the 
field data. In order to see an accurate representation, 
a lot more data needs to be collected to generate a 
correct surface. The general rule of thumb is to take 
a data point every place the grade breaks or changes 
in slope, and then over- collect the area. A lot like 
thinking of the paper becoming a cube, the field 
data needs to be tripled to create a fair surface 
model. 
 
In the case of interior scenes or diagrams, the 3D 
rendering requires at least 3 times the number of 
data points that the simple line drawing would. If a 
wall has four corners, then to see a good rendering 
you need to make a grid of the wall with at least 12 
points and as many as 64 points. 
 
A big thank you to Duke Dutch and Sokkia for 
providing this excellent training. 
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���. Ex. BLUE. The subject must name 
the color of the word, and not what the word says. 
More testing is intended in the future to obtain a 
much larger sample. 
 
Ken Whitley did an excellent job in covering the 
subject matter. Some of the points of his 
presentation included: 
� Parts of the central nervous system and what 
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Top to bottom: attendees take 
time out for a group photo, a test 
subject performs an FST under the 
instruction of Ken Whitley, , 
Kerry Berg’s wife puts up with 
him even though he won’t take his 
life jacket off and a scenic view 
from La Bufadora. 
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CA2RS Chair

 
Just a reminder that the changes to VC 24400(a) regarding headlamp use during inclement weather go into effect 
on July 1st, 2005. 
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Reportedly this collision happened in New Zealand, and obviously the car hit the guardrail. As you can see, the rail came through the 
front of the car, through the fire wall, through the passenger area and stopped short of coming out the back. The driver supposedly 
walked away without serious injuries.  
If anyone has an interesting collision reconstruction related photograph that could be published in a future issue of Skid Marks, please 
forward it to Jim Holder at editor@ca2rs.com. 
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A note to our ACTAR accredited members: The CA2RS board of directors makes every effort to get our quarterly trainings 
and annual conferences approved for ACTAR CEU’s and so far has succeeded in every case. Bear in mind that unless the 
training is advertised that it is “ACTAR approved for CEU’s” then the CEU’s are dependent on approval by ACTAR. We will 
still pass around an ACTAR sign-in sheet at trainings that have not yet been approved so that we will have the ACTAR 
numbers of members who attended when the training is approved. The ACTAR sign-in sheet being passed around does 
not guarantee that CEU’s are forthcoming. 
 
Tentative 2006 training topics include: ABS brake systems, Photography/Videography and carseats and occupant restraint 
systems.  
 
Check the website at www.ca2rs.com for updates on the training. Please remember to RSVP so that we can make sure to 
have enough handouts and refreshments.  

Dates Locations Topic RSVP 

July 27th, 2005 AC Transit, Hayward, 
CA Commercial Vehicle Brake Inspections & 

Determining Braking Efficiency 

Chris Kauderer 
Chris@rudydegger.com 
(916) 782-4654 

August 17th, 2005 Anaheim Sheraton,  Commercial Vehicle Brake Inspections & 
Determining Braking Efficiency 

Karen Haverkamp 
khaver@riversideca.gov  
(951) 826-5225 

October 13th – 
15th, 2005 

Anaheim Sheraton, 
900 S. Disneyland Dr, 
Anaheim, CA, 92802 

Emergency Vehicle Collisions 
Watch the website and next 
issue of the newsletter for 
details! 


